
CablePort-Solutions by Kindermann – always the 
perfect connection. Table connection panels for all 
areas and requirements.

POWERFUL 
CONNECTIONS
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Work new!
Flexible and 
spontaneous!
CablePort Solutions 
by Kindermann  
always the perfect 
connection.

Made in Germany
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New Work When the open-plan offi ce becomes a creative hotspot and desk 
sharing is part of everyday work, the digital and technical conditions must be 
suitable. Is your cable management ready for this new age?

Conferencing Take a seat, plug in your notebook and the meeting or video 
conference is ready to start. It‘s that simple when CablePorts with the relevant 
connections are in place.

Education is supposed to become digital, but many have missed 
the “connection”. No problem, we created the right connections.

Transferzones When it takes longer and the battery of your smartphone, 
tablet, etc. is running low, power is needed. Elegant help is provided by perfectly 
integrated power connections where they are needed.

Living Our digital companions are always hungry for power. 
Our stylish sockets are especially made for the living area, they can be 
discreetly integrated.
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Konnect design click Stunning connection options for all common switch 
frames as well as our table connection panels, floor tanks and 19 inch racks.44

No wishes remain “unfi lled”!
All table connection panels at a glance! 38
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Work new!
Flexible and 
spontaneous!

Flexible in every aspect – digitization and smart  
devices make it possible to work in different locations. 
Spontaneous meetings or video conferences keep you busy 
all day, but one thing remains: Cables. Whether power supply, 
network or media connection – CablePort-Solutions by 
Kindermann – are always the perfect connection.

Made in Germany

CablePorts
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Get connected –
Fast and easy
Desk sharing will play an increasingly important role in open-plan offi ces. 
To ensure that no time is lost connecting your notebook, all desks should be 
equipped in the exact same way. CablePorts from Kindermann not only 
ensure convenience, but also fast connection to power, network and other 
media devices.

For example, the CablePort desk², which is ideal for retrofi tting thanks to its 
flexible clamping and customizable equipment.

›  Individual confi guration with Konnect flex 45 click adapter plates 
(see page 40)

›  Integration of media control-systems, USB charger possible
›  High-quality material: Choose between anodized aluminum or 

powder-coated sheet steel
›  Flexible mounting clamp for quick tool-free and non-slip 

mounting on tabletops

AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOU ARE
Individually equipable with 
Konnect flex 45 click adapter plates. 
More Information on page 40

AS INTERNATIONAL AS YOU ARE! 
INTERNATIONAL SOCKETS AVAILABLE 
FOR CH, F, IT, UK

Productivity matters: Arrive, 
connect, get started.

VIEW IN AR 
Download the Adobe Aero® app
from your app store.

6

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE.
Scan the QR code for an augmented 
reality view and more interactive content.
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Thanks to two thumb- 
screws, a tool-free 
and easy clamping to 
tabletops between 10 
- 60 mm thickness is 
possible.

10 - 60mm

7
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The pivot
for your power
Make your CablePort desk² 80 solution even more flexible with the 
“turn” swivel. Ideal for huddle spaces so everyone can comfortably 
reach the connections.
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The CablePort desk² 80 is 
available in two housing 
variants: powder-coated, 
RAL 7015 slate gray and 
anodized aluminum.

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE.
Scan the QR code for an augmented 
reality view and more interactive content.

9

The CablePort desk² 80 can 
be conveniently mounted in a 
standard 80 mm cable outlet. 
The supply cables are invisibly 
routed under the tabletop.

Flexible connection options where they are 
needed. “turn” as a design and function 
extension, rotatable +/- 150° in 30° steps. 
If necessary, also fi xable.

In addition, the CablePort desk² can be 
individually equipped with Konnect flex 
45 click adapter plates (see page 40).
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Home sweet
Offi ce
When the cable clutter becomes ugly and a tripping hazard, 
it‘s time to rethink. The home offi ce is no longer a temporary 
solution, but a permanent institution. Suitable connection 
options on the desk are not only convenient, but also 
saves time. We have the solutions that create order.
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› Fast, tool-free adapter plate mounting
›  Smooth appearance due to front-

mounted interfaces
› All common interfaces available
›  Without visible screws flush-

mounted integration
› future-proof, later replacement possible 

CablePort Offi ce desk

Home offi ces in particular need 
solutions that are very easy to 
install. The CablePort Offi cedesk

is ideal for this. The modular 
tabletop solution can be confi gured 
individually according to your re-
quirements. The design in elegant 
slate gray matches any ambience 
and is a real eye-catcher at the 
same time.

An end to 
tripping hazards 

and ugly cable 
clutter

Konnect flex 45 click, 
Connections with system

11

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE.
Scan the QR code for an augmented 
reality view and more interactive content.
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New Meeting 
Culture

Conference rooms have become into communication centers.  
Whether meetings with guests, spontaneous coordination in a  
working group or video conferencing for hybrid teams, notebooks  
and tablets are always present. Kindermann offers a whole range  
of smart solutions for power supply, network and media connection,  
so that your meeting can start without delays.

CablePorts
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Hidden  
Connection diversity
High-quality technology with an elegant design. The CablePort flex is  
Kindermann’s modular cable management solution for Power, AV, Data and  
Network connections in demanding environments.
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CablePort flex
The high-quality table connection panel 
can be installed flush with the surface of 
any conference table. A light tap on the 
cover is all it takes for it to open automati-
cally and disappear almost invisibly into the 
housing.

The connections are angled for conven-
ient plug-in, and at the same time there 
is enough space inside to conceal power 
supply units and cables.

Aluminum frameless

Aluminum frame

Tabletop

Basic module

Module holder for 
Konnect flex 45

Individual surface Aluminum frame

After connecting all devices, a mova-
ble flap ensures the cable exit in the 
closed state.

No wishes remain unfi lled:
Customize the frame as well as the surface according to your ambience.
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Slide into the 
Meeting
The stylish table connection panel is discreetly integrated 
into the table for a clean look. The sliding cover elegantly 
hides the ports when they are not needed and protects 
them from dust and dirt.
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The two-part cover made of 
anodized aluminum is very easy 
to slide open.

CablePort frame slide
The stylish table connection panel is discreetly 
integrated into the table for a clean look. The sliding 
cover elegantly hides the ports when they are not 
needed and protects them from dust and dirt.

CablePort frame slide is available for 4 or 6 
module holders. The unit can be confi gured 
individually according to your requirements. 
Also available without cover.
See page 28.

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE.
Scan the QR code for an augmented 
reality view and more interactive content.

17

The CablePort frame slide 
can be confi gured individually 
according to your requirements.
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Unfold your
Potentials
The classic reinvented. The CablePort standard² is the 
result of our consistent development of the well-known 
Kindermann classic CablePort standard.
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Choose between two surface fi nishes, powder-coated 
in silver (RAL 9006) or brushed stainless steel

Housing for individual assembly Closed

›  Can be individually equipped with 
Konnect flex click 45 adapter plates

› Fast, tool-free adapter plate mounting
› Smooth appearance due to front-mounted interfaces
› Integration of media control
› USB-Charger etc.
› Flush mounting possible
› Variants: 2-, 4-, 6-fold

CablePort standard2

The high-quality table connection panel 
can be easily top-mounted into the table 
cut-out. This means that the CablePort 
standard² can also be integrated into 
closed pieces of furniture.

 Can be individually equipped with 
Konnect flex click 45 adapter plates
Fast, tool-free adapter plate mounting
Smooth appearance due to front-mounted interfaces
Integration of media control

Flush mounting possible

The high-quality table connection panel 
can be easily top-mounted into the table 

CablePort 
 can also be integrated into 
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Leading role
The module holder is the heart of many CablePort desk connection panels but can also be used 
stand-alone. It is available with four or six sockets and can be pre-assembled or individually 
equipped. The mounting of the interface plates is quick and easy thanks to the snap-on mechanism.

With the table clamp, you can 
mount the CablePort flex 45 
module holder flexibly and 
without tools on tabletops with a 
thickness between 10-60 mm.

With the appropriate mounting 
brackets, the module holder 
can also be mounted under the 
tabletop or in cable trays.

In addition, further mounts 
are available. This allows the 
module holder to be mounted 
between tables or on display 
stands.

The module holder for 
Konnect flex 45 click adapter 
plates can be equipped indi-
vidually. The flush interfaces 
create a clear appearance.
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Wonderbar 
Modular

This module holder leaves nothing to be desired, whether power 
sockets (also international), media connections, buttons for various 
functions or USB charging option – everything is possible.
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You never 
stop learning!
The digitization of schools and universities is advancing fast. 
PCs, Notebooks and smart devices are now part of the “everyday 
education”. One thing should not be forgotten in all these 
measures – fast and convenient connectivity.
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Empower  
the Future
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CablePort Offi ce
The cost-effective solution for retrofi tting. Get exactly the connec-
tions you need – in a compact design. The choice is yours:

CablePort table3

The high-quality connection panel with 
stainless steel surface is available in different 
variations. For example, with a socket and a 
charger with USB-C port for charging tablets or 
smartphones. Two cable outlets can be equipped 
individually.

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE.
Scan the QR code for an augmented 
reality view and more interactive content.

Perfect for installation in cable 
outlets with 80 mm diameter. 
Simply select your confi guration, 
insert the unit and go.

Flexible combinations – equip the empty 
slots from our extensive range of Konnect 
flex 45 click adapter plates according to 
your wishes, e.g. with HDMI, Network, 
USB, Audio, ...

CablePort Offi cedesk

for clipping to 
tabletops

CablePort Offi ceframe

placed in cable-
channels

CablePort Offi ceframe

integrated into 
tabletops

25
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Power Oasis 
in Transfer Zones
Waiting times cannot always be avoided, so better use the time 
wisely. With CablePort Solutions by Kindermann, you create 
real benefits in transfer zones and waiting areas.

CablePorts
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Meeting at
the Gate
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Meetings at the airport are 
having a special atmosphere, 
but can be used conveniantly for 
video conferencing or every meeting 
and presentation.

29

CablePort frame 
Cost-effective and flexible installation solution, whether in a 
huddle space or conference center. Available with 4 or 6 flex 
module holders for individual confi guration of power, signal and 
data interfaces.

› Individual assembly with Konnect flex 45 click adapter plates.
› Elegant design made of anodized aluminum
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CablePort table2 
High-quality connection 
panel with stainless steel 
surface, suitable for 
installation in 80 mm  
cable outlets. The perfect 
solution for public areas.

Repower  
while waiting
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Konnect design click adapter plates
Upgrade your wall connections with these 
high-quality adapter plates. Suitable for all 
common design lines of the major manu-
facturers.

CablePort desk²  
The high-quality and stylish tabletop solution can be 
easily retrofitted. It may be equipped not only with 
sockets, but also with USB charging options.

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE. 
Scan the QR code for an augmented  
reality view and more interactive content.
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Home  
sweet Home
Our digital companions are always by our side and 
hungry, hungry for power. Stylish sockets can be  
discreetly integrated are especially in demand in  
the living area.
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The new Living  
Standard  
Smart technology perfectly 
integrated into living areas.
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CablePort frame slide
The stylish connection solution is ideal for the kitchen or living 
area. The 4 or 6 module holders offer suffi cient possibilities for 
the power supply of various devices. In addition, they are also 
perfect for the home cinema thanks to multimedia options.

CablePort Solutions 
by Kindermann 
fi t into any living 
ambience.

CablePort frame 
slide is ideal for 
applications in 
the kitchen. The 
elevated mounting 
position and elegant 
sliding aluminum 
cover protects the 
connections from 
dirt and splashing 
water.

35CablePorts 35

Best Connections 
Integrate connections where you 
need them. The elegant CablePort 
Solutions by Kindermann can be 
individually confi gured with sockets, 
USB connections and more.

GET THE 3D EXPERIENCE HERE.
Scan the QR code for an augmented 
reality view and more interactive content.
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Set a new Standard  
Design matters – also  
for wall connections and  
cable routing!

Eliminate tripping hazards
With Kindermann cable snakes,  
you can elegantly eradicate tripping 
hazards.

Anthracite sockets 
are very much “on Vogue”. Kindermann 
supplies the matching Konnect design click 
adapter plates.

Versatile options  
No matter whether multi-
way junction or table 
connection, Kindermann 
offers the entire range of 
accessories. 
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Decision-
Matrix

CablePort desk2 desk2 80 standard2 frame frame slide

Info High-quality connection 
panel for clamping to the 
tabletop.

High-quality connection 
panel for mounting on 
80 mm cable outlets.

In-table solution with 
fold-out sockets and 
connections.

Simple and fl exible built-
in solution for cabinets 
and tabletops.

High-quality built-in 
solution, the covers pro-
tect the connections.

Socket locations max. 4-, 6-fold 4-fold 2-, 4-, 6-fold 4-, 6-fold 4-, 6-fold

Confi gurable with 
Konnect flex 45 click 
adapter plates 

yes yes yes yes yes

Housing material/
Color variations

Front: natural anodized 
aluminum or powder-
coated, slate gray 
(RAL 7015) 
Back: powder-coated, 
white (RAL 9003)

Front: natural anodized 
aluminum or powder-
coated, slate gray 
(RAL 7015) 
Back: powder-coated, 
white (RAL 9003)

Stainless steel
brushed, RAL 9006

Aluminum natural
anodized

Aluminum natural
anodized

Item number 7430 000 XXX 7430 000 XXX 7492 000 XXX 7449 000 0XX 7449 000 0XX

The wide range of CablePort Solutions meet all requirements in terms of design 
and connection diversity. The modular design and the Click-System ensure quick 
adaptation options and secure a sustainable investment.

CablePorts38
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flex flex Modulträger offi ce frame offi ce desk table2 table3

High-quality built-in table 
solution with individual 
surfaces.

For use in CablePort 
fl ex and frame (slide) or 
individually thanks to a 
wide range of mounting 
solutions.

Cost-effi  cient built-in con-
nection panel for lecture 
halls, libraries, etc.

Cost-effi  cient connection 
panel for clamping to the 
tabletop, ideal for offi  ce 
and home offi  ce.

For 80mm cable outlets 
with 1x socket, HDMI, USB 
and network connection.

For 80 cable outlets with 
1x socket, USB charger 
and cable outlets.

4-, 6-fold 4-, 6-fold 3-, 4-, 6-fold 3-, 4-, 6-fold 1-fold 1-fold

yes yes yes yes no no

Visible surface: natural 
anodized aluminum; 
Interior: silver powder-
coated (RAL9006)

Aluminum natural
anodized

Plastic, similar to slate 
gray (RAL 7015)

Plastic, similar to slate 
gray (RAL 7015)

Stainless steel brushed Stainless steel brushed

7448 000 0XX 7449 000 XXX 7551 000 XXX 7550 000 XXX 7449 000 040 7449 000 04X

CablePorts 39

AS INTERNATIONAL AS YOU ARE
All our CablePorts are available with 
international sockets (CH, F, IT, UK). 
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Here you will always 
fi nd the right connection

General

Blind adapter plate

Stainless steel pushbutton with ring illumination
Stainless steel pushbutton without ring illumination

Blind adapter plate with cable aperture
8 mm
respectively 12 mm diameter

Cable outlet box incl. pass-through panels
for one cable
respectively two cables

Retractor with loop, e.g. to secure 
KLICK&SHOW transmitters, etc.

Media control Impera SieRRa II, 
EcHo Plus, EcHo, NEB keypad, 
NEB rotary control with status LEDs

Digital Video & Audio

HDMI AOC, HDMI Highspeed with Ethernet 
Hybrid, optical cable with fiber and copper, compatible 
with HDMI 2.0, supported bandwidth 18 Gbit/s and 
4K60. 

Available cable lengths: 5, 8, 10, 15, 20 and 25 m.

HDMI – Highspeed with Ethernet

DVI 

DisplayPort

Konnect flex 45 click – because bandwidth matters!

VGA/Video

VGA (HD15)

CablePorts40
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Audio

Stereo Cinch

3,5 mm Stereo jack

Audio

XLR

The modular power for your CablePort – flexible 
combinations. Equip the empty fi elds from our 
extensive range of Konnect flex 45 click adapter 
plates according to your wishes, e.g. with HDMI, 
network, USB, audio, ...

INTEGRATED WITH JUST ONE CLICK
SIMPLE, MODULAR AND TOOL-FREE.

CablePorts 41
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USB

USB 2.0 
Typ A

USB 3.0 
Type A

USB 2.0 
B-(male)/A-(male)

USB – Type C

USB TypC – Retractor

Only suitable for charging (max. 5V/2A)

Micro USB – Retractor

Only suitable for charging (max. 5V/2A)

Network

Cat-6 (RJ45)

Cat-7 (GG45) 
downward compatible to RJ45 (Cat-6)

Cat-6/Audio Klinke (3,5 mm Stereo)
(Not suitable for installation in CablePort frame slide)e

LWL (LC/LC)
LC Duplex 

INTEGRATED WITH JUST ONE CLICK
SIMPLE, MODULAR AND TOOL-FREE.

CablePorts42
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Modular is our standard. 
Check it out for yourself and confi gure your 
CablePort today.
HTTPS://KONNECT.KINDERMANN.DE

CablePorts 43
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Connection Solutions
With the modular connection system, Computer, Video, Audio, Control and 
Network connections can be easily integrated into switch frames, table 
connection panels, floor tanks and 19-inch racks.
›  This fi nally puts an end to unattractive, hanging cables! Choose from one of 

the most comprehensive product ranges on the market.
› Future-proof
›  The modular system can be expanded with new interfaces at any time and 

offers high operational reliability for a long time.

Maximal compatibility and suitable for all common 
switch programs from:
› Berker: S1, B1, B3, B7 Glass, Module 2, Arsys, K.1/K.5, 21
›  Busch-Jaeger: Solo, Future (Linear), Carat, Alpha exclusive, Alpha nea, 

Impuls, Busch¬axent Pur stainless steel, Reflex SI (linear), ...
›  Gira: Event, E2, E22 white, Esprit, Standard 55, Stainless steel, Aluminium, 

S¬Color, Surface, S¬Classic, E22, Classix (with Gira intermediate frame)
›  Jung: A 500, AS 500, AS universal, A plus, A creation, LS design, AS univer-

sal, CD 500, ST 550, CD universal, CD plus, A 500, AS 500, ...
› Hager/ Tehalit: Kallysto pur, Kallysto stil, Kallysto art
› Kopp: Paris, Object HK05, Milano
› Legrand-BTicino: Creo, Galea Life
›  Merten: Atelier, M¬Arc, M¬Plan, M¬Smart, M¬Plan II, M1, M¬Star, Artec, 

Antik, Octocolor, System Basis, System Fläche, System M, Transcent
› Peha: Standard, Dialog, Nova, Aura
› Presto-Vedder: Regina, Alessa, Alessa Plus, Fiorena
›  Siemens: Delta i System, Delta vita, Delta miro, Delta profi  l, Delta style, 

Delta ambiente

INTEGRATED WITH JUST ONE CLICK
SIMPLE, MODULAR AND TOOL-FREE.

Stunningly beautiful
Connection Options
Konnect design click – The connection adapter plates are available for various areas of 
applications and in different shapes and materials in a high-quality fi nish.

Modern and attractive design in white or anthracite, 
screwless, visually perfectly integrated.
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Installation scheme for a switch frame

front panels 
made of plastic

if required, inter-
mediate frames

Switch frame

Metal support/
mounting frame

Cavity wall box / 
dado trunking

50 mm

54 mm

55 mm

50 mm

54 mm

55 mm

Konnect design click 
adapter plates - Suitable 
for all common switch 
programs of major 
manufacturers.

45
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Kindermann
a strong manufacturing
Thanks to the in-house R&D, solutions are created that stand out from the 
mainstream. The main focus is always on easy and fast installation and intuitive use. 
In addition, the emphasis is also on the design aspect.
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Challenge us.
At the company‘s site in Eibelstadt near Wuerzburg,  
Kindermann manufactures a wide range of media techno-
logy products such as table connection panels, display/
projector mounts, ceiling lifts and media furniture. The pro-
duction also offers the flexibility to react to special requests 
and to offer small series.

Our production facility, with over 5,000 square meters, 
is equipped with state-of-the-art machines. This ensures 
the highest precision down to the last detail. Especially 
on the international market, „Made in Germany“ still has a 
high value and stands for great quality. 

The areas of development, manufacturing, sales and 
service are ISO 9001:2015 certified.
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Good, better,  
Kindermann:

One-stop shopping. Kindermann is a full-line supplier of Conference, Presentation 
and Media Technology, Digital Signage and dedicated Education solutions. This is 
how products become solutions that are perfectly matching.

We would be happy to provide you with consulting services. As a manufacturer 
and distributor, Kindermann sells exclusively through qualified specialist Distribu-
tors and Dealers. Trade partners can count on competent consulting and individu-
al project support - from planning to equipment and integration.

Modular, future-proof, expandable and sustainable. Our table connection panels 
are designed in such a way that they can be easily adapted to new requirements 
if necessary. This is ensured in a simple way by the innovative Konnect flex click 
system.

Our promise of quality. Right from the development stage, Kindermann places 
great emphasis on ease of installation and operation. Series products such as the 
table connection panels are developed and manufactured at the Eibelstadt site 
near Wuerzburg - quality „Made in Germany“.

Put your trust in our expertise. Kindermann, founded in 1861, is the oldest  
company in the Pro AV industry and one of the leading suppliers acting as  
manufacturer and distributor today. It’s the sophisticated details that make  
Kindermann branded products that “tick” better.

CablePorts48
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Subject to change in the interest of progress. Illustrations and technical specifications may contain additional 
options and are not binding for the design. All dimensions are subject to the usual tolerances.
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